# Does Shape Matter?

## Abstract

Our objective is to see how the shape of a car can affect how fast it will go. Our hypothesis is that the shape of the cars will make a difference in how fast they go. This is because a car with a more aerodynamic shape should go faster. The more aerodynamic the shape, the less the car will stall from the air as it moves.

## Methods/Materials

We made three different car bodies (Car A, Car B, and Car C) with different shapes and tested them on a race track and in a wind tunnel. We alternated the car bodies with a standard car base in order to have a controlled experiment. We timed each car on the same track and with the same car base. We put each car body in the wind tunnel and sucked dry ice over the bodies with a shop-vac. We recorded and took pictures of the results. Some of the equipment we used was as follows: 1 track, 3 cars, 1 wind tunnel, dried ice, shop vac, and hot water.

## Results

The results of the first test are as follows: Car A average time was 4.38 seconds (track was 12.19 meters long/5 races). Car B average time was 4.39 seconds (track was 12.9 meters /5 races), and Car C average time was 4.54 seconds (track was 12.19 meters long / 5 races). The results of test two are that we visually saw the wind going more smoothly over Car A than Car C and Car B was somewhere in between.

## Conclusions/Discussion

Our conclusion proved that our hypothesis was correct. Car A was the fastest and most aerodynamic. Car C was the slowest and least aerodynamic. The shape of the cars is the determining factor on how fast they would go in a controlled experiment.
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